
Rebel Flyer, , Shoo Rayner , 2006, 1846160405, 9781846160400. 

Official Journal of the European Communities, Office for Official Publications of the European Communities , 1994,

011913005X, 9780119130058. 

Senior Design & Technology: A Student's Workbook, John Rochford , 2000, 095796305X, 9780957963054. 

Wildlife Demography: Analysis of Sex, Age, and Count Data, John R. Skalski, Kristin E. Ryding, Joshua Millspaugh , 2010,

0080455123, 9780080455129. Wildlife Demography compiles the multitude of available estimation techniques based on

sex and age data, and presents these varying techniques in one organized, unified volume. Designed to guide

researchers to the most appropriate estimator based upon their particular data set and the desired level of study

precision, this book provides quantitative consideration, statistical models, estimator variance, assumptions and examples

of use.The authors focus on estimation techniques using sex and age ratios because this data is relatively easy to collect

and commonly used by wildlife management* Applicable to a wide array of wildlife species, including game and non-

game birds and mammals * Features more than 100 annotated examples illustrating application of statistical methods*

Includes more than 640 references of the analysis of nontagging data and the factors that may influence interpretation*

Derives historical and ad hoc demographic methods in a modern statistical framework

Tournament of Time, Elaine Marie Alphin , 1994, 0964368307, 9780964368309. While trying to adjust to life in England

Jessica Copper feels herself drawn to a tiny church in York whwre she discovers the spirits of the murdered "Princes in

the Tower" imprisoned in stained glass windows.

Semantic Web for the Working Ontologist: Effective Modeling in RDFS and OWL, Dean Allemang, James A. Hendler ,

2011, 0123859654, 9780123859655. Semantic Web models and technologies provide information in machine-readable

languages that enable computers to access the Web more intelligently and perform tasks automatically without the

direction of users. These technologies are relatively recent and advancing rapidly, creating a set of unique challenges for

those developing applications. Semantic Web for the Working Ontologist is the essential, comprehensive resource on

semantic modeling, for practitioners in health care, artificial intelligence, finance, engineering, military intelligence,

enterprise architecture, and more. Focused on developing useful and reusable models, this market-leading book explains

how to build semantic content (ontologies) and how to build applications that access that content. New in this edition:

Coverage of the latest Semantic Web tools for organizing, querying, and processing information - see details in TOC

below Detailed information on the latest ontologies used in key web applications including ecommerce, social networking,

data mining, using government data, and more Updated with the latest developments and advances in Semantic Web

technologies for organizing, querying, and processing information, including SPARQL, RDF and RDFS, OWL 2.0, and SKOS

Detailed information on the ontologies used in today's key web applications, including ecommerce, social networking,

data mining, using government data, and more Even more illustrative examples and case studies that demonstrate what
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semantic technologies are and how they work together to solve real-world problems

Meaning, Reference, and Necessity: New Studies in Semantics, Simon Blackburn , 1975, 0521207207, 9780521207201. A

volume of studies in philosophical logic by a group of younger philosophers in the UK. There is a core of problems in the

theory of meaning which have been accorded a central importance by philosophers, logicians and theoretical linguists,

and which have stimulated some of the most powerful and original work in these subjects. The contributors to the

volume have a common interest in these topics, insist on their continuing and fundamental importance, and offer here a

distinctive and original contribution to them.

Joyce and Wagner: A Study of Influence, Timothy Peter Martin , 1991, 0521394872, 9780521394871. In correspondence

and conversation, James Joyce kept himself aloof from his age, and denigrated recent art and thought at almost every

opportunity. 'In the last two hundred years', he declared, 'we haven't had a great thinker.' This book reveals that in spite

of his protestations, Joyce was profoundly influenced by one of the major figures of nineteenth-century culture, the

composer Richard Wagner. Timothy Martin documents Joyce's exposure to Wagner's operas, and defines a pervasive

Wagnerian presence in his work, identifying scores of allusions for the first time. Wagner emerges as an important source

in the development of literary modernism, and - alongside Flaubert and Ibsen - as one of Joyce's most important

influences from the previous century. The revisionary impact of this empirical study in cultural history will be to present

Joyce as far more a child of the nineteenth century than he wished to acknowledge in his iconoclastic dismissals of the

culture into which he was born.

, , , . 

Where Tigers Are at Home, Jean-Marie Blas de Robls , 2013, 1590515625, 9781590515624. Winner of the Prix Mdicis,

this multifaceted literary novel follows the Jesuit scholar Athanasius Kircher across 17th century Europe and Eleazard von

Wogau, a retired French correspondent, through modern Brazil. When Eleazard begins editing a strange, unpublished

biography of Kircher, the rest of his life seems to begin unravelinghis ex-wife goes on a dangerous geological expedition

to Mato Grosso; his daughter abandons school to travel with her young professor and her lesbian lover to an indigenous

beach town, where the trio use drugs and form interdependent sexual relationships; and Eleazard himself starts losing his

sanity, escalated by loneliness, and his work on the biography. Patterns begin to emerge from these interwoven

narratives, which develop toward a mesmerizing climax. Shortlisted for the Goncourt Prize and the European Book Award,

and already translated into 14 languages, Where Tigers Are At Home is large-scale epic, at once literary and entertaining,

that belongs in the company of Umberto Eco and Haruki Murakami.

When Cane Was King, Mary Murray , 2011, 1921829230, 9781921829239. When Came Was King is the story of the

Reynolds brothers, Joshua and Robert, their lives, loves and their family, and a wide and varied cast of characters who

helped establish, settle and expand the tropical sugar fields of North Queensland. The year is 1873. The brothers first
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discover the area as part of the Dalrymple Expedition sent to explore the north east coast beyond Townsville. Robert,

then a boy of twelve, is captivated by the vastness and beauty of the Johnstone River Valley. A skirmish at the sandspit

on entering the river brings Robert in contact with Munjimby, an outstanding Aborigine who shines with the spiritual

presence of the land, and assists the explorers when a wild tribe attacks. It is the beginning of a unique lifelong

friendship a joining of cultures that touches them both. After an adventurous stay with Munjimby, Robert returns to

school in Brisbane, and nine years later having attained his majority and an inheritance from his family he heads back to

the north to fulfil a pledge he made. He commits himself to the expansion of the area, dreaming of emulating his

grandfather who grew sugar in Cuba, while Joshua seeks to create a shipping empire. This is the story of brave men and

women who went into unknown territory to settle and develop an area we all enjoy today the great Far North, a tropical

paradise.

The Cash Producer, Carol Patterson , 1996, 0964831708, 9780964831704. 

A Function of Murder, Ada Madison , 2013, 1410460096, 9781410460097. "Dr. Sophie Knowles is a math professor with

a knack for creating complex puzzles that delight her students. But now, at the close of the academic year, she must

solve a crime that doesnt quite add up... " At the math departments graduation party, Sophie hears heated arguments

coming from the graduates about Mayor Graves, the commencement speaker. Not the mayors biggest fan, Sophie is

happy to escape the drama with an after-hours campus stroll accompanied by her helicopter-piloting boyfriend, Bruce

Granville. However, their date is interrupted by the mayor himself--with a knife in his back. As it turns out, the knife is

actually a Henley College letter opener--something that is gifted to every member of the graduating class. Sophie is led

to a complicated puzzle of scandal and corruption, and it seems that Mayor Graves is at the apex of it all. When Sophie

finds out that the mayor was seeking her help on the day he was murdered, she must use her top-notch logic to crack

the puzzle and catch the killer running free on campus...

Sexual Offences Bill (HL): Amendment to be Moved in Committee (supplementary to the Third Marshalled List), Great

Britain: Parliament: House of Lords , 2003, . Sexual Offences Bill (HL) : Amendment to be moved in committee

(supplementary to the third marshalled List)

Here: A Book about the Exploratorium's New Campus at Piers 15/17, San Francisco, California, Kristina Woolsey , 2010,

0943451647, 9780943451640. Essays, reflections, images, drawings and other forms of documentation related to Fujiko

Nakaya's site specific art installation - Over the Water - at the Exploratorium museum in San Francisco, CA in 2013. This

work addresses the unique weather phenomena of fog, and Nakaya's place in contemporary art history.

Lettering as Drawing: the Moving Line, Nicolete Gray , 1971, . 

Everyday Tsonga, M. Ouwehand , 1978, . 

From Reading to Writing, Volume 1, , Lynn Bonesteel , 2010, 0132050668, 9780132050661. If you have students who
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wish to build on their vocabulary acquisition skills, improve their academic writing skills, and become more confident and

successful readers, From Reading to Writing is the ideal pedagogical tool. This four-level, researched-based course

provides a complete sequence of high-interest, thematically connected activities that fully integrate reading and writing.

Timeless themes engage students and allow for recycling of ideas and vocabulary, while engaging readings provide a

springboard for writing activities. Features: Explicit reading and writing skill instruction guides students to become better

learners. Contextualized writing models and carefully crafted exercises direct students through the writing process. Step-

by-step process writing assignments with peer feedback, editing, and revising help students master common academic

genres and rhetorical forms. Target corpus-based vocabulary from researched sources ensures that students learn the

vocabulary they need most. ProofWriterTM , an online writing-assessment tool from ETS: Provides students with

immediate individual feedback on Grammar, Usage, Style and Mechanics. Teachers can focustheir feedback on higher-

level writing skills. Online Teacher's Manuals include answer keys and unit tests. Click on the links below for the other

levels of From Reading to Writing : From Reading to Writing 2 From Reading to Writing3 From Reading to Writing4  

A Matter of Conduct: A True Story of How One Man Battled with the Bank and Won, Dalton Yap , 2011, 0986941344,

9780986941344. Dalton Yap was a young, enthusiastic professional, enjoying a promising career. With a wife and two

young children, he had plans set in place for a bright future. One day his reality changed forever when he was falsely

accused of fraud and negligence by his employer, the Jamaica Citizens Bank. A Matter of Conduct is the true story of

Dalton's ten-year legal battle with his former employer and the fight of his life to clear his family's name.

Odd Numbered Calculus, Smith , 1995, . 

2000 Zeni Remix, Steven Boyce , , . 

The Bromeliad Lexicon, Werner Rauh, Herbert Lehmann, Julien Marnier-Lapostolle, Richard Oeser , 1990, 0947444424,

9780947444426. 

Favourite Quotations and Memories, Julia May Shaw , 1970, 0950113905, 9780950113906. 

Sayings of the Buddha : New translations from the Pali Nikayas: New translations from the Pali Nikayas, , 2008,

0191539945, 9780191539947. 'As if someone were to hold up a lamp in the dark so that those with eyes could see - in

exactly the same way Gotama has made the truth clear in various ways.' Gotama the Buddha, who lived the life of a

wandering ascetic in northern India during the fifth century BCE, is looked to as the founder of one of the world's major

religions. One of the main sources for knowledge of his teachings is the four Pali Nikayas or 'collections' of his sayings.

Written in Pali, an ancient Indian language closely related to Sanskrit, the Nikayas are among the oldest Buddhist texs

and consist of more than one and a half million words. This new translation offers a selection of the Buddha's most

important sayings reflecting the full variety of material contained in the Nikayas: the central themes of the Buddha's

teaching (his biography, philosophical discourse, instruction on morality, meditation, and the spiritual life) and the range
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of literary style (myth, dialogue, narrative, short sayings, verse).

AS English Language for AQA B, Ron Norman, Anne Watkiss , 2000, 043513227X, 9780435132279. 

Trophies: A Harcourt Reading/language Arts Program, Volumes 1-5, Isabel L. Beck, Roger C. Farr, Dorothy S. Strickland,

Alma Flor Ada , 2003, . 

RESTful Web Services Cookbook, Subbu Allamaraju, Subrahmanyam Allamaraju , 2010, 0596801688, 9780596801687.

While the REST design philosophy has captured the imagination of web and enterprise developers alike, using this

approach to develop real web services is no picnic. This cookbook includes more than 100 recipes to help you take

advantage of REST, HTTP, and the infrastructure of the Web. You'll learn ways to design RESTful web services for client

and server applications that meet performance, scalability, reliability, and security goals, no matter what programming

language and development framework you use. Each recipe includes one or two problem statements, with easy-to-follow,

step-by-step instructions for solving them, as well as examples using HTTP requests and responses, and XML, JSON, and

Atom snippets. You'll also get implementation guidelines, and a discussion of the pros, cons, and trade-offs that come

with each solution. Learn how to design resources to meet various application scenarios Successfully design

representations and URIs Implement the hypertext constraint using links and link headers Understand when and how to

use Atom and AtomPub Know what and what not to do to support caching Learn how to implement concurrency control

Deal with advanced use cases involving copying, merging, transactions, batch processing, and partial updates Secure

web services and support OAuth 

Freedom's Price: Serfdom, Subjection, and Reform in Prussia, 1648-1848, S. A. Eddie , 2013, 0199662754,

9780199662753. It is usually claimed that serfs were oppressed and unfree, but is this assumption true? Freedom's Price,

building on a new reading of archival material, attempts a fundamental re-appraisal of the continuing orthodoxy that a

'serf' economy embodied peasant exploitation. It reveals that, in fact, Prussian 'subject' peasants fared much better than

their 'free' neighbours; they had mutual rights and obligations with nobles and the state. In this volume, Sean Eddie

seeks to establish the true 'price of freedom' paid by the peasants both in the so-called Second Serfdom around 1650 and

in the enfranchisement of 1807-21. Far from representing further exploitation, the peasants drove a hard bargain, and

many nobles subsequently fared worse than their tenants; subjection was abolished and land ownership was transferred

from noble to peasant. Capital was therefore at the centre of the pre-capitalist economy, and the growing economic

polarization of society owed more to the peasants' access to capital than to noble exploitation. By locating Prussian

serfdom and reforms in a pan-European context, and within debates about the nature of economic development,

feudalism, and capitalism, Freedom's Price targets a wider audience of early modern and modern European historians,

economic historians, and interested general readers.

Who Needs a Story?: Contemporary Eritrean Poetry in Tigrinya, Tigre, and Arabic, Ghirmai Negash, Charles Cantalupo ,
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2005, 9994800086, 9789994800087. Poetry. African American Studies. The first anthology ever published of poetry from

Eritrea written in Tigrinya, Tigre and Arabic, WHO NEEDS A STORY? contains English translations and the originals of

thirty-six poems by twenty-two poets over roughly the last three decades. The way that contemporary Eastern European

poets were first read widely in the 1970s and South American poets in the 1960s--without whose influence contemporary

poetry in English and most languages is unimaginable--now is the time for African language poets to be similarly heard,

with Eritrean poets as part of the vanguard. "For at least four thousand years--from the ancient stele in Belew Kelew to

the 20th century battlefields of Eritrea's heroic struggle for independence--and into the 21st century, Eritrean poets have

never given up writing in their own languages, which is why their poetry thrives. WHO NEEDS A STORY? translates this

remarkable legacy"--Ngugi wa Thiong'o.

101 Facts: Natural World, Snigdha Sah , 2008, 8179931978, 9788179931974. This book is full of fascinating facts about

the amazing flora and fauna all around us, the phenomenon of climate change and how it affects us, and the waysbig

and smallby which we can protect the earth.

The Looking Glass War, John Le Carr , 2010, 0143171127, 9780143171126. Focuses on a former military espionage

department in London and its attempts to train an agent for a mission in East Germany.

Inside the Archives, Doug Joseph , 2010, 1935007106, 9781935007104. 

Dream Season: Bradford Bulls, One Year. Four Trophies, Clay Graham, Hannan Tony , 2004, 0954788400,

9780954788407. 

Handbook of developmental psychology, George Stricker , 1982, 0133725995, 9780133725995. 

Outlines and Highlights for Foundations of Financial Markets and Institutions by Frank J Fabozzi, Isbn: 9780136135319,

Cram101 Textbook Reviews , 2010, 1617448559, 9781617448553. Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all testable

terms, concepts, persons, places, and events are included. Cram101 Textbook Outlines gives all of the outlines,

highlights, notes for your textbook with optional online practice tests. Only Cram101 Outlines are Textbook Specific.

Cram101 is NOT the Textbook. Accompanys: 9780136135319

Where There's a Will, John Mortimer , 2004, 0141011149, 9780141011141. Following the bestselling SUMMER OF A

DORMOUSE, Sir John Mortimer - playwright, novelist, octogenarian and erstwhile QC - offers up more wickedly funny

lessons in living and growing old disgracefully. What would we like to leave to our descendants? Not a third-rate painting

or our PEPS, according to Sir John, but a love of Shakespeare, a taste for alcohol, the ability to defeat boredom, the

importance of never locking the lavatory door, and so on. Owing something to Montaigne's essays, something to Wilde's

aphorisms and something to Yeats' poem for his daughter, Where There's a Will offers plenty of sparkling and surprising

advice from one who has seen it all.

Ohio Courts, Janis L. Walter , 2005, 0131199234, 9780131199231. Find your paralegal programs! Click for a listing of
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hundreds of programs (sort by state or school name) DL: Paralegal Database

The History of Majorca, , 1977, 0959694013, 9780959694017. 

Children of 2020: Creating a Better Tomorrow, Valora Washington, John D. Andrews , 2010, 0982080549,

9780982080542. 

Another Way to Be: The Path Within, Highpoint Experience , 2005, . 

The Bacchae Ion The Women of Troy Helen, EURIPIDES. , , . 

The Spellman Files: Document #1, Lisa Lutz , 2008, 1416532404, 9781416532408. The Spellman Files is the first novel

in a winning and hilarious mystery series featuring Isabel Izzy Spellman (part Nancy Drew, part Dirty Harry) and her

highly functioning yet supremely dysfunctional family of private investigators.Meet Isabel Izzy Spellman, private

investigator. This twenty-eight-year-old may have a checkered past littered with romantic mistakes, excessive drinking,

and creative vandalism; she may be addicted to Get Smart reruns and prefer entering homes through windows rather

than doorsbut the upshot is shes good at her job as a licensed private investigator with her familys firm, Spellman

Investigations. Invading peoples privacy comes naturally to Izzy. In fact, it comes naturally to all the Spellmans. If only

they could leave their work at the office. To be a Spellman is to snoop on a Spellman; tail a Spellman; dig up dirt on,

blackmail, and wiretap a Spellman. Izzy walks an indistinguishable line between Spellman family member and Spellman

employee. Duties include: completing assignments from the bosses, aka Mom and Dad (preferably without scrutiny);

appeasing her chronically perfect lawyer brother (often under duress); setting an example for her fourteen-year-old

sister, Rae (whos become addicted to recreational surveillance); and tracking down her uncle (who randomly disappears

on benders dubbed Lost Weekends). But when Izzys parents hire Rae to follow her (for the purpose of ascertaining the

identity of Izzys new boyfriend), Izzy snaps and decides that the only way she will ever be normal is if she gets out of the

family business. But theres a hitch: she must take one last job before theyll let her goa fifteen-year-old, ice-cold missing

person case. She accepts, only to experience a disappearance far closer to home, which becomes the most important

case of her life.

Providing Peacekeepers: The Politics, Challenges, and Future of United Nations Peacekeeping Contributions, Alex J.

Bellamy, Paul D. Williams , 2013, 0199672822, 9780199672820. During the first decade of the twenty-first century, the

rising demand for peacekeepers saw the United Nations (UN) operate at a historically unprecedented tempo, with

increases in the number and size of missions as well as in the scope and complexity of their mandates. The need to

deploy over 120,000 UN peacekeepers and the demands placed upon them in the field have threatened to outstrip the

willingness and to some extent capacity of the UN's Member States. This situation raised the questions of why states

contribute forces to UN missions and, conversely, what factors inhibit them from doing more? Providing Peacekeepers

answers these questions. After summarizing the challenges confronting the UN in its force generation efforts, the book
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develops a new framework for analyzing UN peacekeeping contributions in light of the evidence presented in sixteen case

study chapters which examine the experiences of the United States, the United Kingdom, France, the People's Republic of

China, the Russian Federation, Bangladesh, Pakistan, India, Nigeria, Ghana, Nepal, Uruguay, Brazil, Turkey, South Africa,

and Japan. The book concludes by offering recommendations for how the UN might develop new strategies for force

generation so as to meet the foreseeable challenges of twenty-first century peacekeeping and improve the quantity and

quality of its uniformed peacekeepers.

Adobe Photoshop Elements 10 Classroom in a Book, Adobe Creative Team , 2011, 0132887290, 9780132887298. Adobe

Photoshop Elements 10 Classroom in a Book is the most thorough and comprehensive way for you to master all the new

features in Adobe's top-rated consumer-targeted photo-editing software. Each chapter in this step-by-step, project-based

guide contains a project that builds on your growing knowledge of the program, while end-of-chapter review questions

reinforce each lesson. You will learn the basics of editing your images with Photoshop Elements and learn how best to

use the program's many new features. In this new version of the book you will receive complete coverage of all the new

features of Adobe Photoshop Elements 10. Enhance specific photo areas with dozens of new Smart Brush effects and

patterns. Find specific things in your photos with Object Search and tag faces in photos faster using your Facebook

Friends list. Get step-by-step assistance with the new Guided Edits that help you create a dreamlike Orton Effect or depth-

of-field and picture collage effects. Add text that curves or flows in any direction. Save your photo creations as JPEGs or

PDFs for greater flexibility and view photos virtually anywhere you are. All of Peachpit's eBooks contain the same content

as the print edition. You will find a link in the last few pages of your eBook that directs you to the media files. Helpful

tips: - If you are able to search the book, search for "Where are the lesson files?" - Go to the very last page of the book

and scroll backwards. - You will need a web-enabled device or computer in order to access the media files that

accompany this ebook. Entering the URL supplied into a computer with web access will allow you to get to the files. -

Depending on your device, it is possible that your display settings will cut off part of the URL. To make sure this is not

the case, try reducing your font size and turning your device to a landscape view. This should cause the full URL to

appear.

How to Assess Higher-order Thinking Skills in Your Classroom, Susan M. Brookhart , 2010, 1416610480,

9781416610489. Educators know it's important to get students to engage in "higher-order thinking." But what does

higher-order thinking actually look like? And how can K-12 classroom teachers assess it across the disciplines? Author,

consultant, and former classroom teacher Susan M. Brookhart answers these questions and more in this straightforward,

practical guide to assessment that can help teachers determine if students are actually displaying the kind of complex

thinking that current content standards emphasize. Brookhart begins by laying out principles for assessment in general

and for assessment of higher-order thinking in particular. She then defines and describes aspects of higher-order thinking
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according to the categories established in leading taxonomies, giving specific guidance on how to assess students in the

following areas: * Analysis, evaluation, and creation * Logic and reasoning * Judgment * Problem solving * Creativity

and creative thinking Examples drawn from the National Assessment of Educational Progress and from actual classroom

teachers include multiple-choice items, constructed-response (essay) items, and performance assessment tasks. Readers

will learn how to use formative assessment to improve student work and then use summative assessment for grading or

scoring. Aimed at elementary, middle, and high school teachers in all subject areas, How to Assess Higher-Order Thinking

Skills in Your Classroom provides essential background, sound advice, and thoughtful insight into an area of increasing

importance for the success of students in the classroom--and in life.

War, Revolution, and the Bureaucratic State: Politics and Army Administration in France, 1791-1799, Howard G. Brown ,

1995, 0198205422, 9780198205425. This book examines a period of particular importance in the formation of the

modern French state. The revolutionary strife and international war of the 1790s had important and far-reaching

consequences for the development of democracy and bureaucracy in France. Howard G Brown's study of changes in

army administration in this period sheds light on the dynamic relationship between the spread of political participation,

the rationalization of public power, and the build-up of military might. Dr. Brown shows how the exigencies of war and

the vagaries of revolutionary politics wrought rapid and profound changes in the structures and personnel of army

administration. Although loath to see a massive military bureaucracy take root, legislators found that their desire to

combine civilian control with military effectiveness made a large central administration unavoidable.

Healthy and Well. Teacher Resource, , Judith Campbell , 1996, 0132442035, 9780132442039. 

Charles Marsteller Alexander: An Alexander Family History, Guy B. Alexander, L. Glen Pew , 1990, 0962391549,

9780962391545. Charles Marsteller Alexander (1846-1935) was born in Charleston, Iowa, after the Mormon exodus from

Nauvoo, Illinois. He was the son of Henry Samuel Alexander and Mary Marsteller. This book covers three generations of

his ancestry and extends forward to his descendants of today. Ancestors and descendants lived in Germany, England,

Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Illinois, Utah, Arizona, and elsewhere.

Investigating Allegations of Racially Discriminatory Behaviour: Police Complaints Authority Guidelines, , 2003,

0954321529, 9780954321529. 

The Fairgrounds of Bricket Wood 1889-1929, , 1985, 0950800112, 9780950800110. 

Kaplan EMT-Basic Exam, Richard Lapierre , 2009, 1419552546, 9781419552540. EMT-Basic Exam comes complete with

a full-length practice test and comprehensive coverage of the material on the exam written by an experienced EMS

director and teacher of EMT-Basic candidates. You'll review all the topics tested on the written exam, test yourself with

hundreds of practice questions, and reinforce information learned with detailed answer explanations. Plus, you'll get

Kaplan's exclusive test-taking strategies to give you the edge on this critical test. PRACTICE With a full-length practice
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test, detailed answer explanations, and hundreds of practice questions. PREPARE With a full review of the National

Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) curriculum used on the official test, useful diagrams and photos, plus

information on the EMT-Basic Exam content, structure, and format. PASS With Kaplan's exclusive strategies for EMT-Basic

success.

The Ottawa men: the civil service mandarins, 1935-1957, J. L. Granatstein , 1982, 019540386X, 9780195403862. 

Pianists Guide to Standard Teaching and Performance Literature, Jane Magrath , , . 

New Scofield Study Bible: Genuine Leather, Oxford University Press , 1983, 019527668X, 9780195276688. 

Hamiltons of the World: The Story of Hamiltons Across Five Continents, , 2012, 0473214083, 9780473214081. 

The Tiger and the Turtle, Marcus Araiza , 2010, 0982755619, 9780982755617. The Tiger & The Turtle, is an exciting odd

couple story about Tigus and Zibi, who live in a lush Southeast Asian jungle. In this imaginative coming-of-age story,

they discover that it is okay to be different-in fact, cool!

Color Splitz Large Kit, Giddyup , 2008, 097706526X, 9780977065264. Color Splitz Large Kit

No Good News is News: Through a Camera Darkly, Colin Morris , 1986, 0950753548, 9780950753546. 

Smartbook 1: Thinking on Paper: a Study Guide, Donald Gardner , 2006, 0977744302, 9780977744305. 

Theories of counseling and psychotherapy, Cecil Holden Patterson , 1986, 0060450533, 9780060450533. 

Family Religious Values in Antebellum South Carolina: Fairfield County Baptists and the Market Economy, Claudia

Moreland, Virginia Bowen, Edward F. Terrar , 2010, 0976416867, 9780976416869. 

NATO Enlargement: Hearing Before the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, One Hundred Tenth

Congress, Second Session, March 4, 2008, United States. Congress. Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe ,

2011, 0160879698, 9780160879692. 

Technology Made Simple for the Technical Recruiter: A Technical Skills Primer, Obi Ogbanufe , 2010, 1450216471,

9781450216470. This guidebook for technical recruiters is an essential resource for those who are serious about keeping

their skills up-to-date in the competitive field of technical resource placement. Recruiting can be challenging with little

background in technology, technology roles, or an understanding of how the two interact. In this book, you will learn the

fundamentals of technology from basic programming terms, to database vocabulary, network lingo, operating system

jargon, and other crucial skill sets. Topics covered include: What questions to ask candidates How to determine when

someone is embellishing his or her skills Types of networks and operating systems Software development strategies

Software testing Database job roles And much more! Armed with indispensable information, the alphabet soup of

technology acronyms will no longer be intimidating, and you will be able to analyze client and candidate requirements

with confidence. Written in clear and concise prose Technology Made Simple for the Technical Recruiter is an

indispensable resource for any technical recruiter.
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The Porning of America: The Rise of Porn Culture, what it Means, and where We Go from Here, Carmine Sarracino, Kevin

M. Scott , 2008, 0807061530, 9780807061534. From the popular Bratz dolls to the infamous photos from Abu Ghraib,

The Porning of America reveals that porn has become the mainstreamand the mainstream has become porn. Carmine

Sarracino and Kevin Scott argue that porn has seeped into and been absorbed by every defining aspect of our culture:

language, entertainment, fashion, advertising, sexual behavior, even politics. Cultural absorption is so complete that we

no longer have to purchase pornography to get porn because we increasingly live porn on a daily basis.In tracing porns

transformationfrom the Civil War to the golden age of comic books in the 1940s and 1950s to the adult film industrys

golden decade of the 1970s and up to todaythe authors illustrate that what began in the dark alleys of American life has

now emerged as an unapologetic multibillion-dollar industry. In this astonishingly comprehensive book, Sarracino and

Scott profile such porn exemplarsthose who have been pivotal to the mainstreaming of pornas Russ Meyer, Snoop Dogg,

Jenna Jameson, and Paris Hilton; they document how mainstream advertising uses porn culture to sell commercial goods

now to an even younger, tween audience; and they pose crucial questions: How has porn shaped the way we view our

own and others bodies? Sarracino and Scott examine porned advertising of everything from Clinique to Orbit gum to Old

Spice. How has porn influenced our relationships and how do current sexual behaviors, such as the hookup, mimic porn?

The authors look to MySpace and Craigslist for answers. And how does porn shape our identity, as individuals and as a

nation? Sarracino and Scott argue that the mistreatment of prisoners at Abu Ghraib exposed our porned sensibilities.Not

an anti-porn diatribe, The Porning of America is resolutely pro-sex. Sarracino and Scott contend that, to make the most

of our hard-won sexual freedom, we must thoughtfullyand honestlyevaluate what might be liberating about porn as well

as what might be damaging. Nuanced, timely, and urgent, The Porning of America will change how you see the world

around you.This fascinating, provocative book had me glued and makes a great crack at unraveling the mysteries of

todays pornography. If youre questioning how to think through the vast array of porn that is now available, The Porning

of America has great information and fresh insights that will enhance any debate. Ive been involved in the sex industry

for over three decades, and yet I learned a great deal from Sarracino and Scotts current research. Annie Sprinkle, Ph.D.,

porn star turned sexologist Whether its the sexualization of girls, a pimp lifestyle, or Abu Ghraib, theres no dismissing the

influence of pornography . . . In this smart, provocative book Sarracino and Scott tease apart the dark, debasing forms of

pornographythat cultural toxic waste polluting the social bodyfrom the sensual, pleasurable part of us that yearns for

expression. This brave, nuanced book tells a story we dont want to know but cant, for the life of us, ignore. Lyn Mikel

Brown, founder of Hardy Girls Healthy Women and coauthor of Packaging GirlhoodAs someone whose business has been

pornography for decades, Im thrilled with The Porning of America. Sarracino and Scott show a real understanding of the

development of porn, and make a convincing argument that porn has become mainstreamand that the mainstream has

become porn. Comprehensive and thought-provoking, this is a must read if you want to understand porn and our culture.
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Al Goldstein, founder and former publisher of Screw magazine and Midnight BlueSarracino and Scottdads first, professors

secondopen our eyes to the porning of America. Readers are given the history, the politics, and the psychology of porn

today. With straight-talk but nuanced arguments, the authors take us on a fascinating and sometimes alarming ride

through comic books, pop culture, the Internet, soft-core porn, and on beyond XXX. This iss simply required reading for

anyone interested in girls and boys development and for all of us who care about promoting a sexual ethic of mutuality

and care. Sharon Lamb, professor, psychologist, and coauthor of The APA Task Force Report on the Sexualization of

GirlsThis bold book is both pro-sex and pro-feminist. A critical and comprehensive examination of the misogyny and

racism that are alive and well in porn and mainstream society, it nevertheless manages to celebrate sexuality. Jessica

Valenti, author of Full-Frontal Feminism

Comparative Negligence and Contribution in Florida, , 1995, 094597972X, 9780945979722. 

Department of Transportation and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1995: Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the

Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives, One Hundred Third Congress, Second Session, Part 1, , United

States. Congress. House. Committee on Appropriations. Subcommittee on Dept. of Transportation and Related Agencies

Appropriations , 1994, . 

Official Journal of the European Communities, Office for Official Publications of the European Communities , 1996,

0119154099, 9780119154092. 

Prentice Hall World Explorer: Teacher Online Acess Pack, Prentice Hall (School Division) , , . 

Washington State Gun Rights and Responsibilities, Dave P. Workman , 1999, 0967231302, 9780967231303. 

European Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals Used for Experimental and Other Scientific Purposes:

Strasbourg, 18 March 1986, , 1986, 0101988400, 9780101988407. 

Hatha Yoga: Developing the Body, Mind and Inner Self, Dee Ann Green Birkel , 1996, 0945483074, 9780945483076. 

International Tax Seminar, May 7, 2001, Montreal: Text of Seminar Papers, Canadian Tax Foundation, International Fiscal

Association. Canadian Branch, International Tax Seminar (2001 : Montreal, Quebec) , 2002, . 

The Smart: The True Story of Margaret Caroline Rudd and the Unfortunate Perreau Brothers, Sarah Bakewell , 2002,

0099286637, 9780099286639. The Smart is a true drama of eighteenth-century life with a mercurial, mysterious heroine.

Caroline is a young Irishwoman who runs off to marry a soldier, comes to London and slides into a glamorous life as a

high-class prostitute, a great risk-taker, possessing a mesmerising appeal. In the early 1770s, she becomes involved with

the intriguing Perreau twins, identical in looks but opposite in character, one a sober merchant, the other a raffish

gambler. They begin forging bonds, living in increasing luxury until everything collapses like a house of cards - and

forgery is a capital offence. A brilliantly researched and marvellously evocative history, The Smart is full of the life of

London streets and shots through with enduring themes - sex, money, death and fame. It bridges the gap between
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aristocracy and underworld as eighteenth-century society is drawn into the most scandalous financial sting of the age.

Anoushka Fisz, sleep with me, Anoushka Fiz, Albertina.Wien , 2004, 0954403142, 9780954403140. 

The Choice: How Bill Clinton Won, Bob Woodward , 2007, 1416552820, 9781416552826. The Choice is Bob Woodward's

classic story of the quest for power, focusing on the 1996 presidential campaign as a case study of money, public opinion

polling, attack advertising, handlers, consultants, and decision making in the midst of electoral uncertainty. President Bill

Clinton is examined in full in the contest with Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole, the Republican presidential nominee. The

intimacy and detail of Woodward's account of the candidates and their wives show the epic human struggle in this race

for the White House.

Day to Day Supervising, , Ruth Haag , 1999, 0966549716, 9780966549713. When should you have meetings? Should

you go out on a golf outing with your staff? Why do some members of your staff seem to ignore you? Both new and

experienced supervisors can discover how to set up an organization so that it runs smoothly day-to-day.

Mystery in Mexico, Connie Lee Berry , 2007, 0977284840, 9780977284849. Ages 7 to 9 years. Max and Sam can hardly

wait to get to Mexico to begin a trip during their summer break from school, but it doesn't take long for things to go awry

after the two brothers arrive. While having a snack at a doughnut shop, their mom's purse -- containing $10 million worth

of bonds -- is stolen. Realising that their mom is so distraught she is incapable of thinking clearly, the boys set out to find

the thief and save the day. Filled with laughs and frights along the way, this fast-paced chapter book holds a child's

interest from beginning to end. An informative fact sheet on Mexico is also included to educate readers about the

country's population, location, size, language, currency, and interesting trivia.

Irish Music for Flatpicking Guitar Made Easy, Philip Berthoud , 2011, 1610653580, 9781610653589. An exciting collection

of 29 traditional tunes from Ireland, arranged for easy flatpicking guitar. All tunes are written clearly in standard notation

as well as guitar tablature. an accompanying CD contains all the tunes, played at a manageable speed, with guitar

accompaniment.The collection contains airs, well known songs, polkas, slip jigs, slides, double jigs, hornpipes and reels,

all of which are specially arranged by the author with the beginning/intermediate guitarist in mind. on the CD, the tunes

are played 2 or 3 times, so you can really get into the feel of the tune, when playing along. the speed of the tunes is

quite slow, but not so slow as to take away from the essential feel of the music.Irish music is rightly popular all over the

world. the haunting beauty of the slow airs and infectious foot-tapping rhythms of jigs and reels are here to be

discovered in this selection of great traditional music.

The Epilepsies: Seizures, Syndromes and Management : Based on the ILAE Classifications and Practice Parameter

Guidelines, Chrysostomos P. Panayiotopoulos , 2005, 1904218342, 9781904218340. The Epilepsies: Seizures, Syndromes

and Management is the latest work from one of the world's leading experts and offers an exhaustive account of the

classification and management of epileptic disorders. In thirteen chapters, Dr Panayiotopoulos gives clear and didactic
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guidance on the diagnosis, treatment and ongoing management of the full spectrum of epileptic syndromes with an

insight and perception that only he can bring to the subject. This text is published in full colour throughout and is

complemented by a pharmacopoeia and CD ROM with patient video-EEGs. An attractive, clear page layout and the

accompanying supplementary material help the reader to easily identify the key components of each disorder, syndrome

and seizure. Drawing on the author's outstanding collection of video-EEGs the accompanying CD ROM is cross-referenced

within the text thus providing the reader with both a clinical and visual description of the various epileptic disorders and

further aiding diagnosis.

Semi-Detached, Griff Rhys Jones , 2007, 014192814X, 9780141928142. Semi-detached Griff relives freezing bus

journeys to school and the impulsive stealing of that half-a-crown from Charlie Humes money box; sitting outside Butlins

at Clacton (longing to be inside and on the Waltzer instead of stranded on the pebbles with his dad); hazy summer

afternoons spent with feral gangs in the woods, or storming the mud flats singing extracts from the Bonzo Dog Dooh Dah

Band. The memories are like Mivvis, frozen and fuzzy at the edges, but a sweet jam of pure recollected goo at the

centre. From birth to the BBC, this is a story of a confident middle child. Griffs devoted parents Gwynneth and Elwyn

gave him love, security and plenty of asparagus soup from a fake wicker vacuum flask with a plastic top. Griffs father

Elwyn, a retiring hospital doctor with a penchant for sweeties and ice-cream, loathed the tedium of English social ritual

and hid behind his family and woodwork. From tree houses to boats, puppets to tables, he sawed and hammered his way

into his familys affections. Griff left the bosom of his loving, irascible, eccentric, solid, all engulfing family for the firm

embrace of real life; via the Upminster Fun Gang, the Direct Grant System and Party Sevens, losing his virginity down the

back of a bunk in a twenty nine foot yacht, discovering the romantic advantages of shared babysitting engagements and

the drawbacks of infatuation with identical twins. If he hadnt moved around so much as a child, would Griff have felt less

like a voyeur, looking in on the lighted window across the square, the Georgian house glowing in the sun, the clink of

glasses and the bray of public school certainties? Would he be able to tuck in his own shirt? Would he be fully detached?

A laugh-aloud buffet of baby boomer Britain, Griffs self-deprecating, elegant, affectionate prose reveals a little bit better

how on earth you got from there to here.

Postcards: 2, Brian Abbs , 2008, 0132305380, 9780132305389. 

Wil Tirion's bright star atlas 2000.0, Wil Tirion , 1990, . 

Law of Tort, John Cooke , 2007, 1405846941, 9781405846943. John Cooke'sLaw of Tort is a trusted, clear and engaging

explanation of the main principles of tort law, written specifically with the student in mind. It also includes a statute

section at the end of the text and summaries of the main cases throughout meaning that students have everything they

need to gain a good understanding of the law at their fingertips.

Prove It!, Inserra , 1997, 017009426X, 9780170094269. 
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Revolutions Revisited: Two Faces of the Politics of Enlightenment, Ralph Lerner , 1994, 0807821365, 9780807821367.

What happens after the revolution? In this elegant extended essay, Ralph Lerner explores how suchs enlightened

revolutionaries as Franklin, Lincoln, and Tocqueville met the challenge of translating a revolution into lasting political and

social change. Ei

The Functions of Local Health Boards and the NHS Business Services Authority (Awdurdod Gwasanaethau Busnes Y GIG)

(Primary Dental Services) (Wales) Regulations 2006, Great Britain , 2006, 0110913264, 9780110913261. Enabling

power: National Health Service Act 1977, ss. 16BB, 16BC, 18 (3), 126 (4). Issued: 25.04.2006. Made: 28.03.2006. Laid:

-. Coming into force: 01.04.2006. Effect: None. Territorial extent & classification: W. General

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Ballroom Dancing, Jeff Allen , 2006, 1592575773, 9781592575770. Ballroom dancing is

back! And now anyone can move like a pro. DVD included! In addition to the step-by-step photos, footwork illustrations,

and instruction covering all the common ballroom dances, this new edition of the bestselling Complete Idiot's Guide to

Ballroom Dancing includes a 90-minute instructional DVD featuring award-winning dancer and dance instructor Jeff Allen.

It corresponds with the text seamlessly, giving readers the next best thing to one-on-one instruction, at a fraction of the

cost. The #1 selling ballroom dancing book Includes a fantastic, new instructional DVD and hundreds of illustrations and

instructions Allen is a renowned, award-winning ballroom-dance teacher

Official Journal of the European Communities, Office for Official Publications of the European Communities , 1994,

0119130696, 9780119130690. 

The Norm Cube Collection 1 Shingle, Norm, The , 1999, . 

The Education (School Teachers' Pay and Conditions) Order 2004, Great Britain , 2004, 0110489063, 9780110489063.

Enabling power: Education Act 2002, ss. 122 (1), 123 (1) (4), 124 (1) (3), 125, 210 (7). Issued: 18.03.2004. Made:

10.03.2004. Laid: 10.03.2004. Coming into force: art. 1, 2 (a)-(cc), 01.04.2004; art. 2 (dd), & sch. pt. 1, 01.04.2005; art.

2 (ee) & sch., pt. 2, 01.09.2005. Effect: "School Teachers' Pay and Conditions Document 2003 and Guidance on School

Teachers' Pay and Conditions" (ISBN 0112711464) amended. Territorial extent & classification: E/W. General. Revoked by

S.I. 2004/2142 (ISBN 0110497023)

Freedom from Fear: A Seven-Day Meditation Program, Susan Piver , 2011, 1429958650, 9781429958653. Previously

published as part of How Not to Be Afraid of Your Own Life. I have long recommended meditation as central to a healthy

lifestyle. Susan Piver teaches this important practice in a trustworthy and practical way and shows us how to use its

lessons to create a fearless life.--Andrew Weil, M.D., author of Healthy AgingSusan Piver has written a beautiful book

about how to overcome fear and be empowered in your life based on her years of Buddhist practice." --Judith Orloff, MD,

author of Positive Energy: 10 Extraordinary Prescriptions for Transforming Fatigue, Stress, and Fear into Vibrance,

Strength, and LoveIn this inspirational and practical guide to conquering fear and embracing joy, Susan Piver gives you a
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seven day meditation program to break down the barriers that are holding you back from the courage to live the life you

were meant to--no holds barred. Discover the courage to live with authenticity and ease.Susan Piver is the author of the

bestselling The Hard Questions: 100 Essential Questions to Ask Before You Say I Do. She has been featured as a well-

being expert on The Oprah Winfrey Show, CNN, The Early Show, and The Today Show and in The Wall Street Journal,

Time, Redbook, and O, The Oprah Magazine. She has trained in Buddhist practice for ten years, is a graduate of Buddhist

seminary, and is an authorized meditation teacher in the Shambhala Buddhist lineage. She is the meditation expert on

DrWeil.com. 

First Responder Skill Review, Bergeron , 1999, . 

The Commercial Real Estate Compendium: Five Years of Insight and Analysis, , 1993, 0943130069, 9780943130064. 

The Aquarian Symbols: The 360 Degrees of the Zodiac, Carolyn Joyce, Stephen Morrissey , 2000, 0968759904,

9780968759905. 

Cardiovascular Nursing Practice: A Comprehensive Resource Manual and Study Guide for Clinical Nurses, Carol Jacobson,

Karen Marzlin, Cynthia Webner , 2007, 097850450X, 9780978504502. This book is primarily for clinical cardiac nurses

working with patients in all types of clinical settings: intensive care, telemetry units, step-down units, emergency

departments, chest pain centers, cardiac and interventional radiology laboratories, physician offices and clinics, and in

home health care. It is a useful resource for students and educators in hospitals as well as schools of nursing, and for

clinical nurse specialists who are responsible for teaching and supporting clinical nursing staff. This comprehensive

resource manual for cardiovascular nurses is an outstanding addition to your unit's library or your own personal

collection. It is a great way to study for certification exams or to increase your knowledge and achieve excellence in

cardiovascular patient care. Each chapter includes a practice test at the end to test your knowledge.

I Te Koutu Ki Te Koutu, Te Kura Kaupapa Mori o Te Koutu, New Zealand. Ministry of Education , 2001, 0958231532,

9780958231534. A group of children trace the steps of their ancestors by visiting in the Cook Islands. Looks at the daily

life, food preparation, farming, fishing, and the lifestyle and culture. Suggested level: primary, intermediate.

I Can Follow Directions 1-2, Terry Garnholz , 1987, 0947326847, 9780947326845. 

Mailman of the Birdsville Track, Kristin Weidenbach , 2010, 0733626092, 9780733626098. The Birdsville Track is one of

the best known - and loneliest - tracks in Australia, and for twenty years Tom Kruse was the mailman, battling the

searing heat, floods and mechanical breakdowns. He made the run every fortnight and was a lifeline to the isolated

settlements and stations along the way, delivering everything from letters to essential supplies. The Track is still just that,

a track through the desert and sandhills. Tom began in the days before reliable vehicles, good communications and air

access in case of emergency. He made running repairs to his truck, he loaded and unloaded tons of stores to ferry his

cargo across flooded creeks. He kept people in touch with the outside world, and was sometimes caught up in the grief
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of a lonely death. Tom Kruse always got the mail through come drought, hell or high water. This is a classic story of the

Australian outback and a unique man, and captures part of Australian history that is fast vanishing.

Our War: Stories from Poweshiek County's Greatest Generation, Bill Menner, Shane Estes, Community Education Council

(Grinnell, Iowa) , 2009, 0977677990, 9780977677993. 

Is Anyone There?, Monica Dickens, Rosemary Sutcliff , 1978, 0140320466, 9780140320466. 

Understanding Comparative Politics: A Framework for Analysis, Mehran Kamrava , 2008, 0415773040, 9780415773041.

Comparative politics has undergone significant theoretical changes in recent decades. Particularly since the 1980s, a new

generation of scholars have revamped and rejuvinated the study of the subject.Mehran Kamrava examines current and

past approaches to the study of comparative politics and proposes a new framework for analysis. This is achieved

through a comparative examination of state and social institutions, the interactions that occur between them, and the

poltical cultures within which they operate. The book also offers a concise and detailed synthesis of existing comparative

frameworks that, up to now at least, have encountered analytical shortcomings on their own.Although analytically

different in its arguments and emphasis from the current "Mainstream" genre of literature on comparative politics, the

present study is a logical outgrowth of the scholarly works of the last decade or so. It will be essential reading for all

students of comparative politics.

Skills for School Reading: level A, , Erma Ferrari, Katherine Hunt Swartz, DayAnn K. McClenathan , 1971, . 

St. George's Hospital, Kew: An Early Anglican Hospital, Norman J. Marshall , 1981, 0959324305, 9780959324303. 

Evening service for verses: S.A.T.B., John Heath , 1983, 0193516446, 9780193516441. 

Critical Issues in CPD, Andrew L. Friedman , 2005, 0954548728, 9780954548728. 

Adv Rdr Tg Lo Creas O No! G1 Villa 09, HSP , 2007, . 

A Primer for the Mathematics of Financial Engineering, Dan Stefanica , 2008, 0979757606, 9780979757600. 

An Essay on the Principle of Population, T. R. (Thomas Robert) Malthus , 1993, 0192830961, 9780192830968. As the

world's population continues to grow at a frighteningly rapid rate, Malthus's classic warning against overpopulation gains

increasing importance.An Essay on the Principle of Population(1798) examines the tendency of human numbers to

outstrip their resources, and argues that checks in the form of poverty, disease, and starvation are necessary to keep

societies from moving beyond their means of subsistence. Malthus's simple but powerful argument was controversial in

his time; today his name has become a byword for active concern about humankind's demographic and ecological

prospects. About the Series:For over 100 yearsOxford World's Classicshas made available the broadest spectrum of

literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most

accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert introductions by leading authorities, voluminous

notes to clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.
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Agency management of the implementation of the Coal Act: hearing before the Subcommittee on Oversight of

Government Management, Restructuring, and the District of Columbia of the Committee on Governmental Affairs, United

States Senate, One Hundred Fifth Congress, second session, October 6, 1998, , United States. Congress. Senate.

Committee on Governmental Affairs. Subcommittee on Oversight of Government Management, Restructuring, and the

District of Columbia , 1998, 0160578744, 9780160578748. 

Antonio on the Other Side of the World, Getting Smaller, , 2003, 0744592682, 9780744592689. When Antonio goes to

visit his lovely gran on the other side of the world, he has a whale of a time. But he keeps getting smaller and smaller.

He's missing his mum, that's the problem, and it's time he went home. So off he sets - and that's when little Antonio's big

adventures begin.

The Mystery Cave of Many Faces: A History of Burrows Cave, Russell E. Burrows, Fred Rydholm , 1992, 0963994832,

9780963994837. 

Spec Screenplay Sales Directory 1994-2001, Hollywoodlitsales.com, Incorporated , 2001, 096661884X, 9780966618846. 

Reactions of small transient species: kinetics and energetics, Arthur Fontijn, Michael Arthur Alderson Clyne , 1983,

0122620402, 9780122620409. 

Virtual Vamp Or L@ve, Jason Spete , 2011, 0956715206, 9780956715203. 

Code of Federal Regulations: Title 10, Energy, Pt. 1-50, Revised As of Jan. 1, 2003, Bernan, Nuclear Regulatory

Commission , 2003, 0160698782, 9780160698781. 

The World's Greatest Lion, Ralph Helfer , 2012, 1101644087, 9781101644089. From the creators of The World's Greatest

Elephant comes the real-life story of the MGM Studios Lion. Perhaps the most recognizable Hollywood animal--outside of

Lassie--is "Leo the Lion," MGM Studios' famous mascot. For decades his image introduced hundreds of motion pictures,

and Zamba the lion acted in dozens more. But he wasn't always a Hollywood star, and he certainly proved to be much

more. This real-life story of Zamba, told by world-renowned animal behaviorist Ralph Helfer and Caldecott Honor

recipient Ted Lewin, follows the famous lion from an orphaned cub in Africa to iconic Hollywood actor. But Zamba's

greatest role wasn't scripted and it certainly wasn't captured on film. In 1969, the canyon that housed Ralph Helfer's

animal ranch was ravaged by floods. As death claimed many of the animals, dozens were led to safety by one heroic lion.

Zamba's story, beautifully told and illustrated, is one that will entertain and inspire--both cubs and lions. 

WinningSTATE 2 Men's Golf: The Athlete's Guide to Competing with Confidence, Steve Knight , 2010, 0977865894,

9780977865895. 

Motion Picture Scripts: A Union List, Center for Motion Picture Study, Margaret Herrick Library, Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences. Foundation , 2003, 0942102428, 9780942102420. 

Membranes: structure and function, , , , , , , Julio Rodrguez Villanueva, F. Ponz , 1970, 0127221506, 9780127221502. 
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Puerto Rico: El Manual de Rescate Econmico: the Economic Rescue Manual, David R. Martin , 2013, . 

Creative Nature Photography: Essential Tips and Techniques, , 2011, 1553658485, 9781553658481. An indispensable

guide to nature and outdoor photography, from the acclaimed author of "Creative Bird Photography." This beautifully

illustrated, inspirational guide to nature photography is packed with practical advice presented in author Bill Coster's

informative but accessible writing style. It takes a fresh approach to the subject, breaking it up into chapters on habitats,

each of which contains images of specific aspects of the environment, starting with landscapes and moving on to plants

and animals. Each photograph demonstrates particular points and approaches, taking into account light conditions,

terrain and the general surroundings. Fascinating anecdotes about Coster's experiences in each habitat bring the images

to life. Each photograph is accompanied by detailed technical data, as well as information on locations and other issues

that need to be tackled in order to achieve the perfect shot. There is also an up-to-date chapter on bird photography

basics, including equipment such as cameras and lenses.

Gunshots in Another Room: The Forgotten Life of Dan J. Marlowe, Charles Kelly , 2012, 0985891106, 9780985891107.

Dan J. Marlowe (1914-1986), author of The Name of the Game is Death, was one of the finest paperback suspense

novelists of the 1960s and 1970s, so good that Stephen King dedicated a book to him. But Marlowe's life was full of

strange drama, some featuring his friendship with bank robber Al Nussbaum, a partner of the murderous sociopath

Bobby "One-Eye" Wilcoxson. This biography interweaves the stories of Nussbaum, who became a mystery-story writer,

Wilcoxson, who committed a savage murder after being released from prison, and Marlowe, who, stricken with amnesia,

was haunted by the ghosts of his past, some of whom roamed the world of kinky sex. Book contains 16 photos.

"Fantastic...This biography is almost as wild, compelling, dark and surprising as one of Marlowe's books...Highly

recommended "-Lee Goldberg, author and TV writer/producer who has scripted Diagnosis: Murder, Monk, Hunter and

Spenser: For Hire. "A brilliant biography of the great noir and hardboiled paperbacker Dan J. Marlowe, written with

novelistic flair by Charles Kelly."--James Reasoner, celebrated western/mystery writer and author of Texas Wind.

Reasoner called Gunshots in Another Room one of his ten favorite books of 2012. "I still remember buying The Name of

the Game is Death on a metal spin rack when I was in college. No novel except They Shoot Horses, Don't They? had ever

shocked me to the same degree. Marlowe had created a masterpiece. So has Charles Kelly."--Ed Gorman, legendary

mystery writer and editor of The Big Book of Noir. "Kelly relates (the details of Marlowe's life) with a sharp and

sympathetic eye and a hardboiled style. Informative and well-written, Gunshots in Another Room makes for quite a

story."--Woody Haut, author of Pulp Culture: Hardboiled Fiction and the Cold War, Neon Noir, and Heartbreak and Vine:

The Fate of Hardboiled Writers in Hollywood. "For anyone interested in the history of crime fiction, or the evolution and

devolution of the paperback original industry, Gunshots in Another Room is an indispensable volume."-Cullen Gallagher,

in the Los Angeles Review of Books. "(The book) demonstrates impeccable (and imaginative) research, perhaps not
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surprisingly since Kelly is an award-winning journalist."-Marvin Lachman, author of A Reader's Guide to the American

Novel of Detection. "Kelly's delight in his subject is so palpable that we feel his excitement as if we're handling the

material ourselves...His biography unfolds like the best stories; truth that reads as fiction, containing narrative drive,

setups and plenty of payoffs along the way, satisfying and literate."-Jessica Argyle, author of Arrest Me (before I write

again), on KeysNews.com.

Electric Power Systems, B. M. Weedy, B. J. Cory, N. Jenkins, J. B. Ekanayake, G. Strbac , 2012, 1118361091,

9781118361092. The definitive textbook for Power Systems students, providing a grounding in essential power system

theory while also focusing on practical power engineering applications.Electric Power Systems has been an essential book

in power systems engineering for over thirty years. Bringing the content firmly up-to-date whilst still retaining the flavour

of Weedy's extremely popular original, this Fifth Edition has been revised by experts Nick Jenkins, Janaka Ekanayake and

Goran Strbac. This wide-ranging text still covers all of the fundamental power systems subjects but is now expanded to

cover increasingly important topics like climate change and renewable power generation. Updated material includes an

analysis of today's markets and an examination of the current economic state of power generation. The physical limits of

power systems equipment - currently being tested by the huge demand for power - is explored, and greater attention is

paid to power electronics, voltage source and power system components, amongst a host of other updates and

revisions.Supplies an updated chapter on power system economics and management issues and extended coverage of

power system components. Also expanded information on power electronics and voltage source, including VSC HVDC and

FACTS. Updated to take into account the challenges posed by different world markets, and pays greater attention to up-

to-date renewable power generation methods such as wind power. Includes modernized presentation and greater use of

examples to appeal to today's students, also retains the end of chapter questions to assist with the learning process. Also

shows students how to apply calculation techniques. 

By Permission Of Heaven: The Story of the Great Fire of London, Adrian Tinniswood , 2011, 1446402711,

9781446402719. There had, of course, been other fires, Four Hundred and fifty years before, the city had almost burned

to the ground. Yet the signs from the heavens in 1666 were ominous: comets, pyramids of flame, monsters born in city

slums. Then, in the early hours on 2 September, a small fire broke out on the ground floor of a baker's house in Pudding

Lane. In five days that small fire would devastate the third largest city in the Western world. Adrian Tinniswood's

magnificent new account of the Great Fire of London explores the history of a cataclysm and its consequences. It pieces

together the untold human story of the Fire and its aftermath - the panic, the search for scapegoats, and the rebirth of a

city. Above all, it provides an unsurpassable recreation of what happened to schoolchildren and servants, courtiers and

clergyman when the streets of London ran with fire.

The Columbia-Greene Humane Society/SPCA One of a Kind Cookbook, , 2005, 0977365905, 9780977365906. This
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cookbook contains over 120 recipes, including those for all courses of a meal and some for cats and dogs. Each recipe

has an associated pet photo in color and a dedication. All proceeds from the sale of this cookbook will benefit the more

than 1,000 abandoned and/or abused animals that are handled by CGHS/SPCA each year.

Six Love Poems, R. C. Kenedy , 1977, 0950264210, 9780950264219. 

Risk and Resilience: Adults Who Were the Children of Problem Drinkers, Richard Velleman, Jim Orford , 2013,

1135902070, 9781135902070. Risk and Resilience looks at the issue of young adults who grew up in families where a

parent, and sometimes both, had a drinking problem. Alcohol-related problems are now recognized as being near the

very top of the world league table of health and social problems. Since the large majority of problem drinkers are adults

aged between 22 and 55, many are parents with children or adolescents in their care. In the USA alone, there are

estimated to be over six million children under the age of 18 living with a parent with a drinking problem, and over 22

million adults - one in every eight American adults - who were brought up with a parent who had a drinking

problem.Clearly, many children who grow up in this sort of environment have a difficult childhood. Velleman and Orford

examine the question of what happens to such children when they grow up. Risk and Resilience focuses on three main

themes: What is the likelihood of such young adults developing drinking problems themselves?

21 Sins, Lizbeth Dusseau , 2002, 1102258059, 9781102258056. Girls in her position give up their names and their lives...

they're sold as lots. This story is about Lot 21...The former Melinda duBois is brought to the State Detention Center upon

the death of her 'guardian' her owner, lover and sexual master, Samuel Janes. Will she be reassigned - sold to another

guardian in a lifetime contract of indentured servitude? Or will her counselor, Sydney Wingate, choose to release her to a

mainstream life that she knows nothing about'Service contracts' to guardian overseers were once meant to alleviate a

problem with prison overcrowding, but have become a way to coerce young females into contractual service

arrangements - another kind of prostitution. Sydney despises the devious twist that makes the sexual slavery of women

virtually institutionalized by law. And yet, as she interviews her client, Lot 21, in the dank burrows of the ominous

Transfer Sector, she becomes intrigued, even aroused, by the curious naked girl who has been ordered to seek her

counsel. The girl's wild and stunning tales of sexual debauchery and sadomasochistic sex lure Sydney into this despised

world, and to the Underground Market for research purposes. And when her boyfriend takes her to this 'meat market' a

strange transformation occurs. While they play-act the roles of Master and slave, Sydney discovers the reason why this

life might be appealing and the best place for a young innocent like Melinda duBois. The deeper Sydney delves into this

exhilarating darkness, the more she fears that her mission of mercy to save the dutiful Lot 21 will only delay the

inevitable transfer of her ownership to the charming, wily sadist who intends to buy her

sthetic as Science of Expression and General Linguistic, Benedetto Croce , 1964, 0879232552, 9780879232559. 

Silkworms and Science: The Story of Silk, E. K. Cooper , 1961, . 
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Nyx: Daughter of Chaos, Volume 2, , Nancy Genevieve , 2002, 0971256713, 9780971256712. Free verse staring directly

at bruised dreams, shattered hopes, and harsh truths of our common humanity

1805, Austerlitz: Napoleon and the destruction of the Third Coalition, Robert Goetz , 2005, 1853676446,

9781853676444. Revealing new study of Napoleon's greatest victory. Dispels many of the myths surrounding the famous

battle of the three emperors. Brought to life with numerous eyewitness accounts. A Main Selection for the History Book

Club. The Battle of Austerlitz is almost universally regarded as the most impressive of Napoleon's many victories. The

magnitude of the French achievement against a significantly larger army was unprecedented. In this insightful new study

the author analyses the planning of the opposing forces and details the course of the battle hour by hour, describing the

fierce see-saw battle around Sokolnitz, the epic struggle for the Pratzen Heights, the dramatic engagement between the

legendary Lannes and Bagration in the north, and the widely misunderstood clash of Napoleon's Imperial Guard and

Alexander's Imperial Leib-Guard. The author has produced a detailed and balanced assessment of the battle that for the

first time places familiar French accounts in their proper perspective and exposes many myths regarding the battle that

have been perpetuated and even embellished in recent books. With 1805: Austerlitz, the reader is left with a new

appreciation of Napoleon and his Grande Army of 1805, an army that decisively defeated not a hapless relic of the ancien

regime but rather a formidable professional army that had fought the French armies on equal terms five years earlier.

Robert Goetz has been studying the Russian Army of the Napoleonic Wars for the past seven years, an area of

specialization that emerged from his longstanding interest in the French Revolution and Napoleonic era. He is the author

of several award-winning articles concerning the Russian Army and its campaigns.

A rebel in Cuba: an American's memoir, Neill Macaulay , 1970, 0965386422, 9780965386425. 

Back to Basics: Perioperative Practice Principles, Dina Plowes, National Association of Theatre Nurses , 2000,

0953728730, 9780953728732. 

Mackerel (Specified Sea Areas) (Prohibition of Fishing) Order 1997: Sea Fisheries, Great Britain, Stationery Office, The,

Great Britain. Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food , 1998, 0110654935, 9780110654935. 

Capital Markets: Institutions and Instruments, Volume 10, , Frank J. Fabozzi, Franco Modigliani , 2009, 0137154992,

9780137154999. "Capital markets : institutions and instruments" offers the most comprehensive capital market coverage

available. It covers the instruments, the players, and the principles of valuation with an excellent blend of theory and

practice. Topics include Overview of Market Participants and Financial Innovation, Depository Institutions, Investment

Banking Firms, Stock Options Market, The Theory and Structure of Interest Rates, and The Market for Foreign Exchange

and Risk Control Instruments. Appropriate for corporate treasurers.

Licensing Medicines for Children: A Report of the Joint Working Party of the British Paediatric Association and the

Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry on the Development of Medicines for Children, British Paediatric
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Association, Association of British Pharmaceutical Industry , 1996, 0950049174, 9780950049175. 

Revolution and the word: the rise of the novel in America, Cathy N. Davidson , 1986, 0195041089, 9780195041088.

Revolution and the Word offers a unique perspective on the origins of American fiction, looking not only at the early

novels themselves but at the people who produced them, sold them, and read them. It shows how, in the aftermath of

the American Revolution, the novel found a special place among the least privileged citizens of the new republic. As

Cathy N. Davidson explains, early American novels--most of them now long forgotten--were a primary means by which

those who bought and read them, especially women and the lower classes, moved into the higher levels of literacy

required by a democracy. This very fact, Davidson shows, also made these people less amenable to the control of the

gentry who, naturally enough, derided fiction as a potentially subversive genre. Combining rigorous historical methods

with the newest insights of literacy theory, Davidson brilliantly reconstructs the complex interplay of politics, ideology,

economics, and other social forces that governed the way novels were written, published, distributed, and understood.

Davidson also shows, in almost tactile detail, how many Americans lived during the Constitutional era. She depicts the life

of the traveling book peddler, the harsh lot of the printer, the shortcomings of early American schools, the ambiguous

politics of novelists like Brackenridge and Tyler, and the lost lives of ordinary women like Tabitha Tenney and Patty

Rogers. Drawing on a vast body of material--the novels themselves as well as reviews, inscriptions in cherished books,

letters and diaries, and many other records--Davidson presents the genesis of American literature in its fullest possible

context.

Easy Chinese Cooking, Tarla Dalal , 2003, 8186469761, 9788186469767. The Increasing Popularity Of Chinese Cuisine

And Also The Roaring Success Of My Previous Book Chinese Cooking Has Encouraged Me To Compile Easy Chinese

Cooking Which Includes A Whole New Range Of Chinese Recipes. Also Included Is A Glossary, Which Throws Light On

Those Ingredients That We Are Not Very Familiar With And They Are Essential As They Bring Out The Authentic Flavours

Intramembrane charge movements in striated muscle, Christopher L.-H. Huang , 1993, 0198577494, 9780198577492.

The mechanisms that form the basis of regulatory processes within biological membranes can be analyzed through the

dielectric signals that accompany their molecular transitions. This monograph reviews the contributions made by recent

developments in this field to forge an understanding of cellular activation phenomena in striated muscle. Basic physical,

mathematical and physiological principles are also covered at a more coherent level than is available in the current

published literature. The phenomenon of intramembrane change is then surveyed through a range of biological systems.

This is followed by more detailed analyses of steady-state and kinetic properties, and their relationship to possible

underlying physical mechanisms. Correlations are consistently drawn, both with cellular and molecular biological

information and also with their physiological consequences and significance. Although primarily an academic monograph,

each chapter in this book is relatively independent from the others, and begins from fundamentals. The text is organized
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and written to be accessible both as a survey of basic concepts and as an authoritative review of recent work in the field.

On a Good Day, Deborah Burnside , 2004, 0143318241, 9780143318248. Lee has more on her plate than any 15-year-

old should have to deal with. Her mother is a hopeless drunk who can only communicate with her daughter through brain-

teasing acronyms. Meanwhile Lee communicates with her absent father through postcards which are never sent. Lee's

only brother was killed in a car accident - her mother was the driver. If it wasn't for her neighbour Evie, her surrogate

nanna, Lee is not sure she could cope. And then there is Gunna, gorgeous Gunna, her secret crush. Lee struggles to keep

up the appearances of some sort of normal life. But there is something in Lee's character that dares her to believe that

one day, something will be different.

Statics and Mechanics of Materials, R. C. Hibbeler , 2010, 0132166747, 9780132166744. Statics and Mechanics of

Materials, 3/e is ideal for introductory combined Statics and Mechanics of Materials courses found in ME, CE, AE, and

Engineering Mechanics departments. A comprehensive and well-illustrated introduction to the theory and application of

statics and mechanics of materials. The text presents a commitment to the development of student problem-solving skills

and features many pedagogical aids unique to Hibbeler texts.

Smithfield Market, , , National Board for Prices and Incomes , 1969, 0101417101, 9780101417105. 

Foreign Affairs and the United States Constitution, Louis Henkin , 1996, 0198260989, 9780198260981. This is Louis

Henkin's classic book, long out of print, in a much-anticipated new edition. Reconceived, reorganized, and updated, this

work remains a model of clarity. The new edition is essential reading for lawyers, scholars, and all who are interested in

understanding the United States and its place in world affairs. Professor Henkin takes the reader through the mysteries of

the US Constitutional system as it governs US foreign relations. He explains how the United States Government acts on

the world scene - the respective authority of the President and Congress in making foreign policy and conducting foreign

relations; conflict and co-operation between them in determining the use of military force, and US policy on arms control,

on the sale of arms, on trade, on financial assistance, on human rights. He explains where US treaties stand in US law

and policy; the role of the courts in foreign affairs; United States policy on the United Nations and other organizations, on

international tribunals; what the Constitution requires in respect for individual rights within the United States and beyond.

Every reader will be able to follow and enjoy the text. For those who are interested there are many pages of rich,

scholarly notes.

Correction of Certain Genetic Diseases by Transplantation 1991, J. R. Hobbs, Pamela G. Riches , 1992, 0951542117,

9780951542118. 

The Good Child Guide: [putting an End to Bad Behaviour], Noel Swanson , 2007, 0978368606, 9780978368609. 

Plausible Ghosts: How Could Ghosts Really, Scientifically Exist? This is how, Joshua P. Warren , 1995, 0964937018,

9780964937017. 
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Exercises for EasyWriter, Andrea A. Lunsford , 2009, 0312583877, 9780312583873. This exercise booklet offers editing

practice that is keyed to the arrangement of topics in EasyWriter, Fourth Edition.

Algebra, Book 1, Stephen B. Jahnke , 2000, 1930820046, 9781930820043. Distributive Law; Linear Equations;

Exponential Properties; Polynomials, and more.

If You Really Loved Me, Ann Rule , 1991, 0671769200, 9780671769208. There was only one way to please her father:

Murder his wife.... David Brown was the consummate entrepreneur: a computer wizard and millionaire by age thirty-two.

When his beautiful young wife was shot to death as she slept, Brown's fourteen-year-old daughter, Cinnamon, confessed

to killing her stepmother. The California courts sentenced her harshly: twenty-four years to life. But in the wake of

Cinnamon's murder conviction, thanks in part to two determined lawmen, the twisted private world of David Brown

himself unfolded with astonishing clarity -- revealing a trail of perverse love, twisted secrets, and evil mind games. A

complex and often dangerous investigation suggested a horrifying scenario: Was the seemingly bland David Brown really

a stone-cold killer who convinced his own daughter to prove her love by killing for him? A man who turned young women

into his own personal slaves, who collected nearly $1 million in insurance money, and married his dead wife's teenage

sister, David Brown was a sociopath who would stop at nothing...a deadly charmer who almost got away with everything.

Stars of the Grand Old Hatchery, Sue Friddle , 1989, . 

The Adventures of Boo: The Journey Begins, Julie Cox , 1990, 0962758604, 9780962758607. Boo, a young Peek-A-Boo

bear, longs to leave his safe secluded meadow and travel "beyond the owl's nest" in search of adventure.

Horace, Holly Keller , 1993, 0099911108, 9780099911104. 

Report on the Census of Production, , 1980, 011512845X, 9780115128455. 

Bogumil Piotr: arcybiskup Gnienieski, metropolita Polski, Jzef Prus-Winiewski , 1973, 0950332801, 9780950332802. 

Essential Surgery: Problems, Diagnosis and Management: With STUDENT CONSULT Online Access, Clive R. G. Quick,

Joanna B Reed, Simon J.F. Harper, Kourosh Saeb-Parsy, Philip J. Deakin , 2013, 0702054836, 9780702054839. Essential

Surgery is a comprehensive and highly illustrated textbook suitable for both clinical medical students as well junior

surgical trainees, preparing for postgraduate qualifications in surgery such as the MRCS. Covering general surgery,

trauma, orthopaedics, vascular surgery, paediatric surgery, cardiothoracic surgery and urology, it incorporates

appropriate levels of basic science throughout. The book is ideal for modern clinical courses as well as being a practical

manual for readers at more advanced levels. Its main aim is to stimulate the reader to a greater enjoyment and

understanding of the practice of surgery.Essential Surgery incorporates a problem-solving approach wherever possible,

emphasising how diagnoses are made and why particular treatments are used. The pathophysiological basis of surgical

diseases is discussed in relation to their management, acting as a bridge between basic medical sciences and clinical

problems. The uniformity of the writing style and the clarity of elucidation will encourage continued reading, while the
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emphasis on the principles of surgery will enable a real understanding of the subject matter. The books extensive use of

original illustrations, boxes and tables emphasises important concepts and will aid revision. The principles of operative

surgery and perioperative care are explained together with outlines of common operations, enabling students and trainee

surgeons to properly understand procedures and to participate intelligently in the operating department. A major revision

of the text has taken full account of the progressive evolution of surgery and includes new concepts that have advanced

medical understanding. New topics have been added to ensure the books contents match the curriculum of the UK

Intercollegiate MRCS examination, including patient safety, surgical ethics, communication, consent, clinical audit and

principles of research. The broad experience of surgical teaching and training of two new authors has brought a fresh

perspective on the books contents and its presentation. New consensus guidelines for managing common disorders have

been incorporated where appropriate. 

The complete Pompeii, Joanne Berry , 2007, 050005150X, 9780500051504. A gloriously illustrated and comprehensive

survey of the most famous ancient site in the world. The dramatic story of Pompeii's destruction has been handed down

to us by Roman writers, its paintings and mosaics have astonished visitors since their discovery in the eighteenth century,

and its houses and public buildings to this day present a vivid picture of life, disaster, and death in a Roman town.

Pompeii is not quite a time capsule, a frozen moment in history, but it is probably the closest we will ever get to one.

This up-to-date new survey draws on evidence produced at the cutting edge of modern archaeological research,

revealing how the evidence for life in this city was first uncovered, and how archaeologists over the centuries have

unpeeled the layers that enable us to reconstruct Pompeii's history. With its lavish illustrations, covering monumental

architecture and inscriptions, shops, graffiti, wall-paintings, and mosaics, plus its numerous box features ranging from

theatrical entertainments to water supply, "The Complete Pompeii" is the ultimate resource and inspirational guide to this

iconic ancient town. 360 illustrations, 320 in color. Among the many topics covered: - how Pompeii was destroyed in the

eruption of AD 79- what we know of the lives and deaths of its inhabitants- what the houses tell us about the people who

lived in them- who was involved in politics- what can be reconstructed about religious practices.

A Dog Called Yesterday: Selected Poems and Prose, Michael Crane , 2003, 0975116835, 9780975116838. 

Life and Manners; From the Autobiography of an English Opium-Eater, Thomas de Quincey , 2008, 1443715336,

9781443715331. Life And Manners; From The Autobiography Of An English Opium-Eater. Many of the earliest books,

particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are

republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and artwork.

Writing Television and Motion Picture Scripts That Sell, Evelyn Goodman , 1982, 0961388587, 9780961388584. 

Nolan Ryan: The Authorized Pictorial History, D. Kent Pingel, Jennifer Briggs , 1991, 0962621986, 9780962621987. The

ultimate scrapbook of baseball's most beloved living legend. Here is the true Nolan--on the mound and off the field, on
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the record and occasionally off the cuff. This is a chance to get to know the Ryan Express through a breathtaking

combination of pictures and words.

Paradoxes of Power, David Allen Baldwin , 1989, 155786005X, 9781557860057. 

Coming of Age in a Globalized World: The Next Generation, J. Michael Adams, Angelo Carfagna , 2006, 1565492129,

9781565492127. * Discusses the significance of global citizenship in a world with diminishing borders* Highlights the role

of education in a society that constantly faces change and conflictThe world is rapidly changing, growing more

interdependent and complex, with new connections and problems that transcend national and cultural boundaries. To

survive and succeed in this environment, individuals must understand the driving forces of globalization and the trends

that are likely to shape our future. Employing an accessible "connect-the-dots" metaphor, Coming of Age in a Globalized

World: The Next Generation pulls together the threads that link humanity. Authors J. Michael Adams and Angelo

Carfagna show how educating world citizens can help to reconcile national bonds and global interests They provide a

comprehensive landscape of current issues and conflicts in global politics as they challenge the next generation to shape

viable answers to these global issues.Shedding light on the realities and myths of globalization, this book is geared

toward students, educators, and all concerned for the future. Coming of Age in a Globalized World offers each reader the

promise of a perspective conducive to global change -- an opportunity that humanity must embrace to overcome 21st

century conflicts and challenges.For a special reading guide for this book, as well as articles and other supplementary

materials visit www.nextgenerationbook.comTo review the syllabus, course outlines, assignments and resources for the

course that the authors created around this text, go to webcampus.fdu.edu. Use "fdu" as both the username and

password.

Sonnets from the Odyssey, D. j. Etchell , 2011, 0956083838, 9780956083838. Sonnets from the Odyssey is the

companion volume to the author's previously published Sonnets from the Iliad. Within it the marvellous narrative of

Homer's great adventure is retold, in a remarkable sequence of 397 sonnets.

Official Journal of the European Communities, Office for Official Publications of the European Communities , 1995,

0119140047, 9780119140040. 

Scrappers: Dayton, Ohio, and America Turn to Scrap. a Documentary in Photographs by Steve Bennish, Steve Bennish ,

2013, 0988940604, 9780988940604. What has the Great Recession done to us? Scrappers, a documentary in

photographs with more than 50 stark and unsettling images from Dayton, Ohio, offers answers. It is about the rise of

urban armies of the poor devoted to a new economic boom in scrap metal. Scrap is among the top exports from America

in an age of downward mobility, deep industrial decline, unchecked globalization and political drift. This book is a vision

of what we are becoming as a nation and a glimpse of a grim future we still have a chance to avoid. For sale at

Blurb.com & Apple iTunes store. "A century ago, Dayton was the Silicon Valley of its age, and its decline is both
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astonishing and tells a broader story of what has happened to America. It's a fine work, both arresting and

heartbreaking." - Jon Talton, Economics Columnist, The Seattle Times. "An illuminating look at the decline of the

American manufacturing belt and how desperate citizens are cannibalizing their future just to feed their families." - Marty

Steffens, Society of American Business Editors and Writers endowed chair, University of Missouri. "My friend and

colleague Steve Bennish just published his first documentary project on homeless scrappers in Ohio. A fascinating set of

images that highlight a previously untold vignette of the new economy and desperate times for some. Awesome!" - Larry

C. Price, veteran newspaper photographer "Steve Bennish lays bare in stark photos and unfettered commentary the post-

Apocalyptic existence of so many prideful working class Americans devastated by the Great Recession. 'Scrappers' is

required reading for anyone who dares to take a look at the human collateral damage of three decades of trickle-down

economics and U.S. tax incentives and trade agreements that ship jobs overseas." - Jim DeBrosse, longtime newspaper

reporter and author of "The Secret in Building 26: The Untold Story of America's Ultra War Against the U-boat Enigma

Codes."

Snack Food Technology, Samuel A. Matz , 1992, 0942849086, 9780942849080. 

The First Rescue Station: The Development of a Mine Rescue Organization on the Northern District Coalfield of New

South Wales, Rhonda Geale , 1989, 0949579122, 9780949579126. 
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